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Presidents Report
Grant
Yes, I’m back here for another year……!!
Well the calendar has just ticked off another
month and here we are in March with just a few
weeks left of daylight saving time. It seems
summer is about to depart as the nights cool
down to a bearable temperature again, but
hopefully the sunny days stick around a bit
longer. Of interest are February’s weather stats
taken from my weather station at home. I recorded a top wind gust speed
of 108.8Kmh during Cyclone Dovi, but no rain. We also received over
90mm of rain on one day and a total of 135mm for the month. The max
temperature was 32.2 deg C and the minimum was 10.6 deg C. None of
this may be significant, but it can be interesting stuff when you compare
it with the same period from previous years…. but that’s just me…the
weather man!!
So there’s been plenty of good flying weather during the month,
although the wind has tended to get up most afternoons.

Yep, pretty
windy.
108.8Kmh
according
to Grant
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I hope everyone that could do so has made the most of the fine weather
and got some flying in. I took part in the Aerobatic Rumble in Napier
this weekend just gone and had an enjoyable time catching up and flying
with other guys from around the country. There were other events on
that hopefully tempted members to take part in or at least spectate at.
Last month we held the AGM on club night. This was a fairly straight
forward event with not too much changing. We welcomed Wayne
Cartwright into the role of Secretary whilst Alan Rowson reduced his
workload back to the treasurers role. Dave Crook also departed the
committee as he is shifting to Taranaki which is a sad loss for Hamilton
MAC. However Dave has volunteered to continue on as Newsletter
Editor from afar, at least for the coming months, which is really
appreciated. We wish Dave all the best for the future in southern
Taranaki.
I’m down here
somewhere…Ed

We also welcomed new to
the
committee,
Bryce
England
&
Brendon
Robinson. Brendon will be
representing
the
clubs
Control Line interests and Bryce general club activity. So all up, we
remain well represented with the balance of the committee remaining on
in their roles for another year.
The balance of the club night saw us catch up on what had been
happening over the past couple of months along with a rundown on
some of the competition news coming back from the Model Flying NZ
Nationals event over the New Year period.
March’s club night is our now long overdue Buy, Sell and Swap night.
Gordon has a lot of items to look over that have come from Mike
O’Grady, likewise Sel has some gear from Ian Sweeney. Alan still has
an overflow from his shift to a smaller house and I’m sure there will be
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others. Remember to come with Cash in hand, or if you are selling make
a note of your bank account number to hand out to buyers. The club will
not be handling any sales or cash. See you there.
Events coming up in March to note are the Waikato Aerobatic Champs
and the New Plymouth Memorial Weekend flyin. Both of these events
are on the same weekend being March 19th and 20th. Please note that the
Waikato Aerobatics Champs will be held on the HMAC field both
Saturday and Sunday, so the field will be closed for club flying. In order
for this event to go ahead with sufficient numbers, it will be restricted to
those holding vaccine passes, this includes spectators.
A reminder that you only have until the end of March to rejoin the
club for the coming year if you wish to continue flying at HMAC or
any other member club. We have had a couple of people resign for
personal reasons such as shifting away etc, so if you aren’t intending to
rejoin then Alan would appreciate a quick email to let him know. The
club and MFNZ fees remain the same as 2021, so you can view the
specific membership details on the webpage or in the recent email out to
members. Please help make Alans job a simple one. Thanks.
Well that’s all I have for this month. I’ve seen the result of a couple of
accidents with props this months, one requiring stitches and the other
surgery. So please be careful around your models, use tethers, starting
poles, leather
gloves etc. and
remember the
spinning prop
will
always
win
against
flesh and bone!
Til next month,
remember safe
flying is no
accident.
Grant
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For those members unable to attend the
AGM, Hamilton MAC proudly presents the
following President’s, Club Captain’s and
Janitors Reports for your reading pleasure
Presidents AGM Report 2021-2022
Welcome to the 2022 Annual General Meeting of the Hamilton Model
Aero Club. It's nice to see you turn out for this evening's meeting despite
the COVID 19 Red setting. This feels much like a “Déjà vu” moment
from the previous 2021 AGM, so if this sounds all too familiar, you are
not alone.
The year has yet again provided a number of challenges for the
committee, these having been handled and dealt with in a capable and
appropriate manner.
On the wider scene, the continued appearance of various strains of the
Covid 19 Pandemic has placed strain and worry on our entire
membership. Some, if not most have had to miss out on some of the best
flying weather through lockdowns and location restrictions. We’ve also
had to adjust our social and hygiene behaviours…and we are certainly
not over the worst of it by any means yet.
One of the most recent responses required by your committee to Covid
19 was the shift to the Covid protection framework (Traffic Light
System). Along with this came the issue of Vaccinated verses
Unvaccinated. This caused much debate and angst within our
membership, with many sharing their own opinion on how this should be
handled. I am appreciative of our committees decision to retain the status
quo and allow every member to continue to fly at the HMAC field. This
places the responsibility back on individuals to be accountable for their
actions, and this is where it should lie. Going forward, as things change,
committee will no doubt have to review the current stand on the matter.
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Despite Covid, the club has continued to promote flying activities for
our members when we could. Float plane days and fun flies are still key
activities for the RC group, but other activities such as Free Flight,
Control Line, Pylon, Aerobatics and Scale are also supported by our club
membership with flying occurring throughout the country. It’s these
events that provide an outlet for a much wider variety of participation in
our hobby. Of course the MFNZ Nationals also forms a key focus for
our competition minded members with congratulations to those
attending over Xmas and taking the Club to Second place in the Points
Championship.
Despite Covid, a number of Club nights were able to be held throughout
the year and these remained well attended. Unfortunately, following a
request by the bowling club, our meetings have been restricted to those
holding vaccination certificates. To get around this would require
locating a facility that is open to all parties, and that has not been
achieved. As always the most difficult part of organising a club night
remains in finding suitable speakers and topics of interest. We do
appreciate those people that step up to the challenge to deliver
appropriate content and any input that adds value to the club nights.
With good turnouts most meetings, this suggests there is a definite need
to support the club night activity.
The clubs monthly newsletter has continued to be a good talking point
throughout the year, the electronic version continuing to allow us to
develop what we can deliver. A big thank you to those that regularly
contribute, especially Bruce Pickering who continues to provide some
very informative and interesting reading. The biggest thank you of
course goes to our Editor in Chief, Dave Crook for collating & preparing
the bulletin each month and massaging the information into a readable
form. It’s worth noting that our newsletter goes much wider than our
membership, with requests coming from modellers in other parts of the
country requesting to be included on our mailing list.
Club finances remain stable through the continued careful management
by our treasurer Alan Rowson. Alan continues to work tirelessly to
ensure that we remain within our budgeting figures, keeping our running
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costs to a minimum. Balancing the years expenditure against income is
always difficult when you run with very little surplus. Guessing what our
annual membership numbers may be in these uncertain times is one of
the biggest headaches for a treasurer. And, as you should be aware,
MFNZ takes a large proportion of the annual subs we collect, so as a
club, our fees are very reasonable and value for money.
We value the contribution of those members who have resigned from our
club this year, but similarly we welcome those new members that have
joined us. New blood brings both questions, answers, new ideas and
motivation.
As we look forward to the coming year’s events and flying activities, we
see the calendar quickly filling up across many disciplines and venues.
Whether we get to attend these events is anyone’s guess, but I encourage
you to take the opportunities as they arise and give things a go where
you can.
Finally I would like to acknowledge my personal list of thanks to key
individuals that make our Club a success
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Firstly to our farm owner, Jan Reekers for his continued support
of our Flying Club and our club activities. Likewise the adjoining
farm owners for their continued support of Club.
Vice President Gordon Meads for taking the lead in many of the
clubs activities and providing support across the board where
needed.
Alan Rowson for performing the roles of Secretary & Treasurer,
a thankless task!
Sel Melville for Club Captain administration & club janitor.
Colleen Tynan for her support as Club Caterer, organising the
food for both club nights and field events.
Dave Crook for compiling and growing the quality our
Newsletter.
Phil Hall for providing the Rescue boat to all of our Float plane
events.
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•
•

The balance of the committee: Chris, Lyndon, Wayne & Mike
for help keeping everything in order!
To everyone else, thanks for being part of a great and friendly
club of like minded aviation nuts.

So that brings me to the end of my 2021-2022 report. I wish the
incoming committee a successful and more stress free 2022-2023
year…. somehow I suspect that may be a big ask!

Thank you
Grant Finlay
President HMAC 2020-2021

CLUB CAPTAINS REPORT 2021-2022
Just a brief report this year as I know what a yawn it can be for you guys
having to listen to.
It was another good year at the field with plenty of entertainment for all.
Just a couple of happenings worth mentioning:It was sad to see the demise of Grant's 1/3 scale Cub, not from pilot
error I might add but a receiver malfunction. However I did hear that he
tried running a gas engine on glow fuel. Was this an intentional
experiment or a rare mistake on the part of our leader?
A personal best for Midair Meads who didn't have any midairs this year.
I believe he has turned his skills to in flight stress testing with his
Corsair lasting a record 15 seconds and the Gee Bee lasting a little
longer before the wings folded.
Lucky pilot award this year goes to Big Al. During a flight with his Aces
Stick he calls a dead stick landing. Nice landing Big Al but where's the
engine? After much searching he finds it two paddocks away where it
had parted company with the fuse at about 200 feet. Just shows a C of G
can be anywhere on an Aces Stick .
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Coming in second on the lucky pilot's list was Warwick. While flying
his Aces Stick above the maize loses orientation and down it goes. After
some unsuccessful searching Warwick heads off home and returns with
a stepladder to see over the crop. Three hours later no luck so he decides
to venture along the roadway to get a different perspective on the
situation. Bingo, there's his aeroplane sitting safely in the paddock far
side of the maize. Well done Warwick.
Best entertainment award voted unanimously by the spectators goes to
some idiot that crashed into another model during a fuselage race.
A couple more personal bests for the year. I heard a rumour that Erl went
home with a model intact and I managed more than two flights in one
day.
In closing I would like to thank Grant, Alan and Dave for the excellent
work that they have done for your club over the past year, also to the
committee for their input. A special shout out goes to the Janitor/his care
of the ablution facility.
JANITORS REPORT FOR 2021 - 2022
Thank you to the outgoing club captain for those kind words.
Some of you may have noticed that work is in progress to install a
holding tank to ensure that the toilet always has a supply of water for the
cistern. Progress has been slow but hopefully we will eventually get
there. If anyone would like to volunteer to help out on this project please
talk to Gordon or myself.
Toilet paper use was up two and a half rolls from the previous year. The
only reason that I can come up with for this is that we have had a surge
of more nervous pilots this past year or was it that someone has been
ripping off more than they can poo!
I did receive one serious complaint during the year. This came from
Brother Briggs. He was concerned to say the least (and rightly so I might
add) that the toilet paper was hanging the wrong way. Members are
asked to consider this if replacing a roll to avoid further complaints
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Metlife Arts and Craft Weekend
Alan
At our village Metlife Forest lake Gardens every two years they have an
Arts and Craft Weekend for all the village people that have hobbies to
put on display.
This is the first year that they have had a person in the village that does
aircraft and they came and asked if I would display some of my models.
At first I said I would not be available as it was on the same weekend as
Warbirds over Awatoto. They said you can still do a display but as it
happened Warbirds was cancelled.
The organisers set me up right at the front door. I am known as the
aeroplane man in the village.
There was also a train display as well for the first time and he is known
as the train man, who lives just up the street from me.
The display was from Friday to Monday of Waitangi weekend.
A photo is attached
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Made
with love

Gordon and the New Signboard that he put together and
mounted with the help of Sel.
Please take the time to read it next time while at the field
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Message from the
treasurer:
Alan
For those of you who don’t read the
newsletter every month, and there are a
few that don’t, I have decided to reprint
Alan’s wise words from last month. I.e.
You don’t pay, you won’t fly !...Ed
I WILL NOW REQUEST THAT ALL SUBS ARE RECEIVED TO ME
BY DIRECT CREDIT IN THE CLUBS BANK ACCOUNT
03 0314 0215645-00 BEFORE THE 31ST MARCH 2022.
NO MEMBER AS OF 1ST APRIL 2022 WILL BE ALLOWED TO
FLY AT OUR FIELD OR ANY OTHER FLYING SITE IF
UNFINANTIAL AS YOU ARE NOT COVERED BY INSURANCE.
SUBS for this year will be as follows:
Senior
$187.00 inc MFNZ
Senior 70 Plus
$167.00 '"
"
Family
$197.00 '"
"
F/F C/L
$127.00 "
"
Junior
$ 65.00 "
"
Associate
$ 75.00
Non flying
$ 30.00
These fees will be discussed at the AGM.
With the cost of the mowing as that has increased over the last year we
may have to have a small increase in the club fees next year.
Alan
Treasurer
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Aircraft I Dream About— the Lanier
Vacuplane
Bruce Pickering
“Here’s an airplane that almost flies itself,” so proclaimed a 1935
Popular Mechanics magazine about the all new Vacuplane. The
Vacuplane has been described as “an aircraft with airfoils of the non
rotating type that are configured and arranged to provide great lift while
at the same time stable flight at ultra-low airspeeds. The airfoils...consist
of a fixed wing and a movable wing which are designed so as to permit a
much steeper takeoff and landing angle as well as offering more efficient
flight at higher speeds with greater inherent stability.” Immediately the
questions arise: Who, What, How? Firstly, Who?

Edward H Lanier*, a research professor at the University of Miami, was
a man who looked beyond the horizon; in the 1930s he published six US
patents dealing with increased lift and stability, while endeavouring to
minimise stall and spin characteristics. Clearly understanding that air
above the wing is lower pressure than that below, his idea was to
distribute a vacuum in cells, initially in the upper fuselage, but later
across the top of the wing. Not surprisingly, he called the resulting
aircraft the Vacuplane. Five of these aircraft were built, followed in the
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late 1940s by three Paraplanes, culminating in the Paraplane Commuter
110 which first flew in 1958.

In his 1930 patent application he stated: “Primarily, the invention has for
its object to provide an aeroplane that will, by its own fixed construction
and design and without the pilot’s aid, maintain an even keel while in
flight and will volplane on an even lateral keel without the aid of a pilot
or the motor (incidentally, for those unacquainted with the word, the
dictionary describes volplane as “to glide an aircraft without engine
power). Further it is an object to provide a machine that will not nose
dive, sideslip or tail spin...but should this happen, the machine will right
itself...[It] will be especially useful to develop confidence in those afraid
of the present high speed planes.” There is nothing like being positive in
one’s aspirations!
How did this creation work? The very short span wing was lined with
chambers, or “suction cells.” The idea was to produce lift equal to a
conventional wing of much greater area. The wing was described as
being hollow with suction cells replacing the usual top covering.
Interestingly, he understood about wing tip vortices, so he fitted discs,
that he called “tip loss boards,” on the wing tips to reduce the effect.
Initially, he fitted “flipper” controls on the fuselage in the slipstream
right behind the propeller to give lateral control, but later abandoned
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them for regular ailerons on the wings. To reduce drag, the fuselage was
‘highly streamlined.’
It is difficult to get a clear picture of how the aircraft worked, but piecing
together explanations from his patent applications seems to indicate that
the vacuum was produced by a venturi formed by a chamber in the wing
roots. He calls them longitudinal channels, and he says, “When
volplaning toward the earth, or should the machine go into a nosedive,
the air currents will flow through the air channels more vertically. In
either case this flow of air creates a powerful vacuum or upward pull in
the vacuum chamber and in conjunction with the air pressure on the
outside of the fuselage has great stabilizing effect.” He further claimed,

“Wings which extend entirely across the wingspan without a break in the
centre however, permits a current of air to pass through and greatly
reduce the tendency of the wings to fight compression and get out of
balance...In other words, when the plane is in forward motion,
volplaning or settling down vertically, vacuum will be formed in the air
chamber. The wings only create a vacuum in the forward motion of the
machine.”
A simple explanation of his idea seems to be that with sufficient forward
motion the wings provide lift as normal; when the aircraft is on the point
of stalling the air flowing through the venturi and ducted to the top of the
wings creates a vacuum to produce lift.
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In another patent application he talks about a “tail vane” that could be
hinged either horizontally or vertically, and lay flat against the fuselage
in a neutral position. If the aircraft got into a “tailspin” the vane would
open and correct its attitude; once the aircraft was stable in a glide
(volplane) the vane would return to its neutral position.
Over succeeding years he obtained patents for various iterations of his
original idea, some of which were built. Professor Givens, head of
Miami University’s aviation department, constructed at least one, which
was reported to have completed fifteen successful flights. Performance
in the air was considered decent enough for one pilot to say that the
aeroplane virtually flew itself.

As farfetched as Lanier’s ideas may seem, they have been pursued off
and on over the years since. Experiments have been conducted on
‘Boundary Layer Suction.’ It seems from at least one study that the
suction does not so much increase lift as reduce skin friction. In any case,
Lanier persisted with his concept and in 1958 the Lanier Paraplane
Commuter 110 made its first flight. It was said to have respectable
takeoff and landing characteristics, but no accurate records exist today
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and the aeroplane disappeared into the very big Ideas Graveyard to join
other weird and wonderful creations.
What about a radio controlled model of the Vacuplane? With those short
thick wings it would have to be very light and go fast, but I don’t know
about replicating the vacuum cells. Could be fun trying, though.

Footnote: E H Lanier was apparently no relation to Len Purdy, who founded Lanier RC
in 1964, having started producing RC products in 1955.

__________________________________________________________
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Coming Very Soon - Waikato Free
Flight Champs
The Waikato Free Flight Champs will be held at Proctor Road on
Saturday 30 April 2022 starting at 8.00am.
Proctor Road is the area that is used for FF when the Nationals are based
at Waharoa.
Google Maps: “Proctor Road, Waikato”
Entry will be marked with a yellow flag on the entry gate.
Note that some gates have double latches and both must be re-latched.
If you open a gate, close it yourself, do not leave it open for someone
else to close.
There is a mix of 120 max events for the weary, a 180 max Open for the
heroic, and Aggregate for the insane.
Should you not fit into any of these groups, you are welcome to fly Twin
Pusher, Ornithopter, or FF Scale Pulse Jet, but there will not be
chocolate fish prizes for these events.
Covid protocols apply: all attendees must be fully vaccinated and there
will be an attendance register to be signed.
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For various reasons I have decided to sell
most of my models.
If more than one sells I could personally
deliver the models to central North Island
for a contribution toward petrol.
Or, you could take a trip to the winterless
North and pick up.
Either way it should be cheaper and certainly more secure than
commercial freight.
I am open to discussion on prices—within reason.
Bruce Pickering
Ph: 092832240
Mob: 021 238 3572
bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
PITTS M-12s—GREAT PLANES
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$945

68.5in (1740mm) wingspan
Brand new RCGF 56 installed but not run
All servos, tank etc fitted
Requires receiver and batteries
Original foam wheels replaced with Sullivan’s
Wheel pants (damaged) are included
The ARF when produced came with very weak undercarriage mounting.
As has happened to many other owners, a hard landing ripped the gear
off and put holes in the covering in a couple of places. I fitted the
mounting properly with adequate strength and the red film covering has
been repaired, but the colours are not an exact match. The cowl also had
minor damage and has been repaired, but affected areas have not been
repainted.
This model is a nice aeroplane to fly
SUPER SKYBOLT—SCRATCHBUILT $1099

81
81in (2050 mm) wingspan
Brand new RCGF 56 fitted; engine has been run in the model but not
flown
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Fitted with new servos—one on each aileron
New smoker pump and tank installed
Requires batteries and receiver
I had a Great Planes 57in Skybolt for some years and really liked it.
When I sold it I decided to make a bigger one, with scaled up plans from
the Great Planes model.
CITABRIA—GREAT PLANES $695

85in (2160mm) wingspan
RCG 30 engine
All servos, tank etc installed
Just needs receiver and batteries
This model has been flown quite a bit but is in good condition; the strut
connections to the wings require some minor attention.
A nice flyer
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PATTERN PLANE $495

60in (1540mm) wingspan
This is a light pattern plane, originally fitted with electric motor
Petrol with glow ignition means no ignition module or battery required
Now has OS GGT 10 glow gas engine, but not run
Needs receiver and battery, prop and spinner
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RCG 30 ENGINE—new in box $385

TURNIGY 32 ENGINE—new in box $385
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DLE 30 ENGINE—used but not abused (not much use) $285

DOUBLE RUDDER MOUNT-SERVO TRAY—New $28

Made by AR (Advanced Radio) Products USA
You could buy this from America for US$49,
or you could buy it from me for NZ$28!
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Sel’s Yak has seen better times, like 1 minute ago
27

HMAC Presents
Buy, Sell and Swap evening
When: Clubnight, Wednesday 9 March, 2022 7.30 pm
Where: Beerescourt Bowling Club, 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton

Sel, where are
you?

Over here buying
a new Yak

________________________________________________________
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WARBIRDS Feb 2022

CANCELLED
In case you were wondering what happened at this year’s Warbirds
over Awatoto event, well not much really. Barrie Russell – MFHB
reports
In some 25 years of Warbird Rallies this is only the second rally we’ve
lost and one other postponed to a successful rain date. So be it, the
correct call was made during the week prior due to the forecast and I
guess the overlaying Covid Red Alert. Friday, the field at Awatoto was
tailored to perfection by tractor person Lance, and Saturday morning
dawned warm and calm ! Has the right decision been made ?? Sure was,
by 10.30am a cool Sou-easterly was blowing across the strip at around
20+ kph and the weather went downhill from there with wind and rain in
the afternoon and heavy rain all of Sunday and Monday.
We had a few visitors who had other commitments here in the Bay, good
to see Adam and Debbie Butler, and Gwyn Avenall and a moderate
turnout of members on the Saturday morning.
Gwyn brought his Miles Magister, this is the prototype model he built
for the Hangar One Kitset, a beautiful model as you would expect from
Gwyn’s building board. Early on the Pits were quite busy, and then the
wind arrived and a few of the braver pilots flew a cross wind runway
line.
Phil’s Storch got assembled, tethered and then dis-assembled, the wind
prevailed.
Phil Sharp, Robert Lockyer and Russ Nimmo enjoying some chat time.
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Early on, John Sutherland’s Lavochkin and Lance Hickey’s Pilatus
Mustang setting up for landings.

Saturday
morning early on
Brett took the
above shot of a
pristine Awatoto
field, and on
Monday morning
I captured the
above view from
the
Club’s
Weather cam, a
slight contrast !
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Mike Shears has had better days at Warbirds ! His P-47 “Jug” above
lost its canopy “somewhere” over the river. He had an excellent flight
with his Fokker Tripe (Ex- Jeff Clarkeson) and then the wind picked it
up whilst parked un-tethered in the pits and bounced it on a wingtip
causing some minor damage to struts and wing mount …. Bugger. And
that was about an end to it all,

Weather; One / MFHB; Nil.
We will prevail, See you all next year . MFHB. 2022.
________________________________________________________
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Awatoto Aerobatic Rumble
Grant

Last weekend Frazer, Lyndon and I ventured down to the Hawkes Bay to
fly in the Aerobatic Rumble Competition. Organised by Frazer on behalf
of the R/C Aerobatics Association, this is deemed as the premier
aerobatic event for 2022.
Both IMAC (Scale Aerobatics) and Precision Aerobatic competitions
were flown across the weekend long event, so there were a number of
classes competed for (ie: Four IMAC classes and Five Pattern)
The weekend kicked off with two rounds each of IMAC on Friday
afternoon in overcast conditions and continued through Saturday with
nice sunny weather and overcast conditions again on Sunday.
Precision aerobatics was flown Saturday as well as Sunday.
In total there were 171 judged flights across all of the classes.
In summary a great event, lots of fun, lots of laughs, lots of flying, great
BBQ breakfasts and lunches on the field and a good time had by all.
A big thanks to Frazer for organising the event and the Model Flying
Hawkes Bay club and members for hosting and supporting the event on
a picture perfect venue.
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Frazer the boss– Organising stuff
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Grants Yak
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Lyndon calling for Dean Hill

Lyndon’s Extra NG
35

Baldrick’s Extra 260

And you thought your car engine was complicated
36

Frazer – IMAC Unlimited

Grant – IMAC Intermediate
37

Lyndon – IMAC Sportsman

And after the event
the festivities can
begin.
Food, beer and
talking loads of crap.
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Hanger Rat revival time.
Alec Fuller - March 2022
The New Plymouth MAC has their next indoor meeting at TSB
Stadium, New Plymouth two Fridays away on Friday 11th March 2022.
Hamilton MAC is long overdue another Indoor Rat experience and so
Alec has kindly provided the following words of wisdom:
Take it away Alec………..
So, drag out your Hanger Rat and check that the cat hasn’t been sleeping
on the wing or that the sun hasn’t warped anything
Check that all the wing ribs are intact.
Check none of the elevator or rudder joints have cracked and that they
are straight.
Check the wing pylon for broken bits and rebuild or reglue.
Think about your propeller.
Did the rubber run out with the model way up in the air - you probably
need a new propeller with more pitch.
There is some wiggle room within the rules regarding propeller pitch.
Plans show a prop shaft of 1/8th x 3/16th (3.20 × 4.95mm)giving a prop
with pretty fine pitch that with our 3/32 rubber will give a good rate of
climb but because of the lower pitch, prop revs will be higher and will
probably run out of turns before the model lands.
One of the other approved plans says use a prop shaft of 1/8th × 1/8th
hard balsa(3.2 × 3.2mm). That is likely to make a prop with much more
pitch that will rev slower, climb slower and will run for longer before the
rubber runs out.
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With more prop pitch you may not have enough thrust to fly fast enough
to climb.
Resist the temptation to add more positive wing incidence. It’s not going
to work. More incidence is more drag so the model flies slower and
produces
less
lift.
Not
what
you
want
at
all.
Instead, try one or all of these three strategies for getting a climb:
Reduce the amount of down thrust
Move the C of G back a further 5% and at the same time reduce the wing
incidence( or go more negative incidence) the do a couple of 200 turn
trim flights to get the model flying nicely again. So again less incidence
is
less
drag,
more
speed,
more
lift.
Check the tip to tip prop diameter and trim a millimeter or two off the
diameter. Even a millimeter will make a big difference. This will reduce
the power needed to spin the prop and so give you more thrust, more
speed
and
more
lift.
It was interesting looking at the winning flight at the recent Nats in a
smaller hall than our TSB Stadium was over 2 minutes 30 sec with a
gentle climb to about half the ceiling height and a very long cruise,
landing just as the turns run out. So a very gentle climb is what we are
aiming
for,
even
if
it
never
reaches
the
rafters.
So, a reminder about what steps you are likely to do to get your Hanger
Rat flying successfully.
If you noted down where your C of G was and what incidence your wing
was at last time - then just set the model to those figures and get on with
putting
in
some
great
flights.
In all likelihood many of you will be nearly starting from scratch.
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Take your rubber motor and lube it with Silicon Grease ( and then re
lube it about every 4 or 5 flights)
Wind 200 turns on for trimming.
Jam the prop with a tiny bit of wood and move the wing until the CG is
about 70% back from the leading edge( or 75% if you dare)
Set the wing incidence at zero degrees ( i.e. dead flat).
If it stalls, raise the trailing edge 1.0mm. If it still stalls then raise the
trailing edge of the wing another millimeter to 2mm of negative
incidence. Once you have set the incidence, don’t be tempted to change
it later on. Try to do the flight adjustments by altering downthrust and
right thrust.
Use right thrust to overcome power out stall on launch and right rudder
to help right turn.
Adjust downthrust to allow takeoff and climb
Keep on adding the turns. Nothing exciting will happen till over 1000
turns. Aim for 1600 to 1800 turns
Check whether you have any wing warps, either wash in or wash out are
bad. Crack the leading or trailing edge and hold while the glue sets to try
and
get
rid
of
the
warps.
There are good gains to be made by using rubber torque readings rather
than just turns. But it relies on having access to a Torque Meter capable
of about 1.0 ounce-inch torque and then being committed to using it for
every flight. Then you will start to see the benefits of using torque to fly
with.
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I would encourage all you Hanger Rat fliers to take a small notebook
with you and note down all the trim setting for your model, C of G, wing
incidence, amount of down thrust and right thrust, angle of rudder.
Then also note down for each flight, the number of turns, any backing
off turns and your flight times.
Along the way note any trim changes and whether they worked.
So, what was the time we have to try and beat now ?
Alan Lawrence on 2m 45 seconds.

Regards
Alec Fuller
NPMAC
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James Danby’s F3A Fantasista
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So what happened during February ?
Well to start with we did have a club meeting in case you
missed it

Bernard receiving
the Free Flight
trophy from The
Nationals.
Well done that man.
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Frazer’s Pylon weapon – think Formula 1 with wings, 300+
kph
And then of course we had lots of action at the field
Nothing to
see here

Or did we ?..............
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Sel looking like he knows what he’s doing

Grant busy assembling the Decathlon – do not disturb
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Dennis had his all foam electric airforce out for a fly
__________________________________________________________
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Parting Shot

Whoops
Editor’s note: Lyndon was
not flying the Cub when
the crash happened
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Coming Events 2022
March 2022
•
•
•
•

HMAC Club Night Meeting - Buy, Sell & Swap Night
March 9, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
Waikato Aerobatics Champs - @HMAC
March 19, 2022 - March 20, 2022 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins
Road Hamilton
New Plymouth Club Memorial Weekend (Floatplane & Field)
March 19, 2022 - March 20, 2022 @ New Plymouth Model Aero Club
& Lake Ratapiko
RC Pylon Racing Series
March 26, 2022 - March 27, 2022 @ Far North R/C Flyers, Kaikohe
Aerodrome, State Highway 15

April 2022
•
•
•

Model Flying Hawkes Bay - 75th Anniversary Flyin
April 3, 2022 - @ Awatoto, Napier
HMAC Club Night
April 13, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
RC Pylon Racing Series
April 16, 2022 - April 17, 2022 @ Galloway Farm, Norsewood
(Southern Hawkes Bay)

May 2022
•
•
•

HMAC Club Night
May 11, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
Large Model Aircraft NZ AGM & Flyin
May 14, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
RC Pylon Racing Series - End of Season BBQ
May 14, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd,
Pukekawa
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Please refer to the clubs website for any
cancellations to programmed events

Next Flight Lines April 2022
April Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 6 April 2022

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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